Influence of the character of NOM on the ozonation of MIB and geosmin.
Tastes and odours (T&Os) are a major concern in drinking water as they are not efficiently removed by conventional water treatment. Ozonation has been effective for their destruction in some studies. However, the natural organic matter (NOM) in waters can affect the ozonation process and subsequently affect the destruction of T&Os. Five NOM fractions were isolated and ozonated in synthetic waters. The fraction containing the more highly coloured, higher molecular weight compounds exhibited the highest ozone (O3) demand, whereas the low aromatic fraction exhibited the lowest O3 demand. The character of the NOM fractions influenced the ozonation of MIB and geosmin. The destruction of MIB and geosmin was significantly higher in the fraction with the highest colour and UV/visible absorbance at all O3 doses. The destruction of the compounds in the other fractions showed the same trends, increasing MIB and geosmin destruction with increasing UV/visible absorbing character of the NOM. MIB was also ozonated in two real waters. with results showing a competing effect between NOM concentration and NOM character. The O3 reaction time was shown to be important for the destruction of both compounds.